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Caracole Introduces Modern Grace at High Point Market

Fashionable collection captures the essence of refined elegance for modern lifestyles.
Greensboro, N.C., April 14, 2018 – Modern Grace, the newest collection from Caracole, is a study in elegance.
A well-defined addition to Caracole’s Modern portfolio, it features clean lines, refined tailoring and a refreshingly
character. Encompassing case goods and upholstery, the Modern Grace whole home collection offers a light, sophisticated
direction distinguished by exquisite materials and finishes.
“Modern Grace is a sophisticated collection with well-designed silhouettes and elegant proportions, making it perfect for
style connoisseurs,” says Jeff Young, president and CEO. “Its clean minimalist lines reveal architectural influences while the
luxurious fabrics and finishes we’ve chosen offer a breath of fresh style. Modern Grace is the perfect addition to our growing
Caracole Modern portfolio and it’s sure to resonate with our dealers and designers.”

Highlights of the collection include:

Grace Sofa
Relax and unwind in style with the generous proportions and
unique character of this sofa. Its button-tufted arms and back ensure
its comfort while conveying refined elegance. Upholstered in a flannel
grey strie velvet, it features accent pillows in a playful platinum stripe
and a pearl faux dupioni satin. A Satin Ebony finish highlights the
exposed wood base and legs creating a finished upscale look.
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Tranquil Chair
Welcoming yet fashionable, this chair is destined
to elevate the style quotient of any setting. Its
curvaceous silhouette features a stylish back cutout
that compliments the outlining wood trim detail
while creating a floating back design. Upholstered in
a French grey micro-chenille, it boasts a curvy profile
and tapered round metal legs.

Tranquil Cocktail Table
Create a conversation area worthy of conversation with a
statement table such as this one. A round table top and
lower shelf are finished in Serene Dark Taupe and supported
by curved textured panels in Almost White. Its contemporary shape is accentuated with exquisite finishes that make a
statement in livable luxury. Brilliantly designed with casters, its
modern style is also fully mobile for maximum flexibility.

###
ABOUT CARACOLE
A leader in both style and quality, Caracole delivers distinctive designs with high-style at an exceptional value.
Known for its unique materials, rich finishes and on-trend fabrics, the whole-home furniture manufacturer offers
a variety of stylish product portfolios designed to fit today’s homes and lifestyles. These include Caracole Classic,
Caracole Modern, Caracole Signature, Compositions, and Caracole Couture Custom Upholstery.
Available to both the trade and designers, Caracole shows in two locations: its flagship showroom at the High
Point Furniture Market in the IHFC -C500 and at Atlanta’s AmericasMart in Building 1, Suite 14-C-6. For more
information, visit caracole.com.
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